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Part 1 – Overview & Market Dynamics

Part 1
of security and trust between

T H E I M P O RTA N C E
OF IDENTITY

two parties.
The means by which a person

On the face of it ‘identity’ is a simple concept to understand.
However, while the basics of the subject are well understood, it is an

can prove their identity are
diverse, and differ in their sophi-

issue that is currently occupying the minds of governments and

stication depending upon the

commercial organizations around the world. Against a backdrop of

scenario. If the owner of a local

increasing identity fraud, the problem they face is how to introduce

shop is setting up a credit

robust and accurate systems for verifying identity, while making those

account for a known customer,

systems as unobtrusive as possible, cost effective, secure and more

then simple proof of address

convenient. At the same time, ensuring and allowing greater mobility,
introducing the possibility of decentralized access and control, and
increasing the speed of any transaction undertaken through such a
system. To meet all these requirements is certainly a challenge, but it

may be the only credential he
needs. However, if that shop
owner interacts with the government via the Internet, then he

is feasible thanks primarily to advances in technology.

might need a higher level of

A person’s identity comprises

At a more basic level, a person’s

identity authentication, perhaps

three main elements – attributed

identity is intrinsically related to

based on smart cards, digital

identity, biographical identity

their unique physical attributes,

certificates or even biometric

and biometric identity.

such as their fingerprints or iris

techniques, such as fingerprint

‘Attributed identity’ is made up

pattern. These attributes are

recognition.

of information that is linked

known as ‘biometric identifiers’

with a person soon after they are

and can be a powerful way to

Trusting in Identity

born. This normally includes

verify a person’s given identity.

At its most basic level, identity

their name, date and place of

can be verified verbally and this

birth, as well as information

Establishing Identity

is normally enough for day-to-

about their parents.

The ability to prove one’s identity

day interactions, such as making

As soon as a baby leaves hospital

is fundamental to the smooth

acquaintances. As soon as an

and enters society, it will start

running of society. Almost every

additional level of trust is required,

creating an identity trail in the

non-cash transaction requires a

however, such as opening up an

form of official documents, such

degree of identity confirmation –

account at a library, then a higher

as health records and school

from verifying the identity of an

degree of identity checking might

certificates. Later on in life it will

elderly person applying for their

be needed. Often this is a driving

also end up with a detailed history

pension payment, to the identi-

license, passport or an identity

of interactions with organiz-

fication of a business associate

card (that has photographic

ations, such as banks and local

halfway

proof), plus various proof-of-

government.

historical

Relying upon the truthful identity

address documents.

information is known as a person’s

of whom you are dealing with, is

If the world were full of honest,

‘biographical identity’.

critical because it creates a level

law-abiding citizens then the level

This

around
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of identity verification needed for

This is perhaps because of the

A Technology Solution

any transaction would be low.

frightening speed at which this

While identity fraud has prolife-

Unfortunately, identity fraud is

crime seems to be accelerating.

rated since the advent of the Inter-

one of the fastest growing crimes

In the US, identity theft is con-

net, and the almost ubiquitous

in the world today.

sidered to be one of the fastest

use of the PC, it is certainly not

growing crimes in the nation with

just the digital world where the

By July 2002, a Cabinet report in

an estimated 700,000 victims each

problem is found. Over the past

the UK on identity fraud had placed

year. According to the US National

few years a new sense of urgency

the cost to the economy at approx

Association of Attorneys General,

can be seen by officials needing

EURO 2.0 billion. This was com-

the average victim spends $808 to

more robust and efficient ways

pared with the estimated total

clear up discrepancies related to

to secure documents governing

economic cost of all fraud of at

identity theft. The US Identity

travel, interaction with govern-

least EURO 19.8 billion each year.

Theft Resource Center, also

ment, driver licenses and so on.

The same report went on to

estimates that on average, a victim

Many of the traditional methods

explain that it considered identity

of identity theft spends 175 hours

for establishing identity are no

fraud to be possible because of

restoring their reputation by

longer strong enough to deter a

weaknesses in the processes used

notifying credit bureaus, canceling

determined criminal or to meet

to issue documents used as

credit cards and negotiating with

new legislative requirements –

evidence of identity, and the

creditors.

supposedly secure documents

processes used to check identity

In January 2003, the US Federal

can be counterfeited, sensitive

at point of use. This type of fraud

Trade Commission released its

documents on IT systems can be

is often linked to other crimes,

2002 annual report detailing con-

accessed, credit card numbers

such as people trafficking, money

sumer complaints about identity

can be obtained and used illegally,

laundering or even opportunistic

theft and listing the top-10 fraud

bogus benefits claims are still

impersonations.

complaint categories reported by

being made. Another problem is

Despite this alarming level of iden-

consumers. As in 2000 and 2001,

the inefficient and dated infra-

tity fraud the issue has historically

identity theft topped the list,

structure that is often in place for

been given a low priority by

accounting for 43 percent of the

establishing identity.

governments. They have concen-

complaints lodged in the FTC’s

New technology can certainly

trated purely upon the problem of

Consumer Sentinel database. The

help to make systems more

people misleading the government

number of registered fraud com-

robust, while experienced inte-

as to their own true status (i.e. clai-

plaints with the FTC jumped from

grators of such technology can

ming

benefit

220 thousand in 2001 to 380 thou-

be invaluable in ensuring the

when they are, in fact, working),

sand in 2002, and the dollar loss

project is sensibly specified and

rather

fraud.

consumers attributed to the fraud

implemented, with realistic out-

However, public officials are now

they reported grew from $160

comes achieved.

beginning to take this issue extre-

million in 2001 to $343 million

Examples of new identification

mely seriously.

in 2002.

technologies that are available to

unemployment

than

identity
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W H AT I S A S M A R T C A R D ?
A smart card is a plastic card containing an embedded electronic circuit or
‘chip’. It normally has the dimensions of a bank credit or debit card and can
manage large amounts of data with a high level of security.
The inventor of the smart card in its most widespread form was a Frenchman
called Roland Moreno. In 1974, Moreno patented the idea of an electronic circuit, placed on a token that could be used as a
portable wallet. Since those early days the smart card has developed into a sophisticated device, which can not only carry data,
but also provide secure identification of the cardholder, and perform encryption on the data it sends and receives.
Technologically smart cards are split into two different types – memory-only cards and microprocessor cards, which can now
perform many of the functions one might expect from a PC. The main markets for smart cards include telecoms, financial
services, loyalty, IT security, transport, Government/health and pay TV.

increase resistance to fraud and

logically advanced countries, for

forecaster of smart card trends,

to improve efficiency include:

example, more than 90% of

Eurosmart, the number of memory

secure tokens, such as smart

adults carry some form of plastic

cards produced by the end of

cards; biometric sensors, such as

card for financial purposes. In

2003 will be approximately 1,102

fingerprint or iris scan devices;

the digital world, the most com-

million, while the number of

and public key infrastructure

mon authentication method is

microprocessor cards will hit

(PKI) solutions.

via the principle of what a person

815 million. At almost a total of

There is a well-known hierarchy

knows, such as their password.

two billion cards, these figures

of authentication that starts off

In order to obtain the best secu-

demonstrate just how pervasive

asking whether a person knows a

rity, these methods are ideally

the technology has now become.

particular piece of information,

combined in one way or another.

The world’s largest global card

such as their PIN or password.

A smart card that generates

manufacturers include, in alpha-

The next level up determines

a digital signature once their

betical order: Axalto (Schlum-

whether that person has a parti-

fingerprint and password details

berger), Gemplus, Giesecke &

cular object in their possession,

have been confirmed would be a

Devrient and Oberthur. Mean-

such as a bankcard. The final level

strong authentication device.

while approximately one in two

looks at intrinsic characteristics

of the cards produced by card
manufacturers worldwide rely

In the physical world, the most

Smart Cards as
Identification
Tokens

common identification method

Out of all the new verification/

Infineon Technologies.

is based on the principle of

identification technologies, the

From an identification standpoint,

possession, such as smart cards

most widespread is the smart

there are many advantages a

or ID cards – in most techno-

card. According to one leading

smart card brings to an ID verifi-

of that person, such as their
fingerprint, i.e. what they are.
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Another advantage of a smart

arena. Identity issues are now

“During 2002, almost one in

card ID is that it allows data to

being taken seriously and solu-

two smart cards produced by

be stored locally. There is no

tions are being sought. As the

longer any necessity for a citizen’s

proliferation of technologies, such

personal data to be stored in a

as smart cards continues, and as

chip technology from Infineon

background system. On the

cutting edge biometric technolo-

Technologies”

smart card, it can, quite literally,

gies mature, it is inevitable that

be put back into the hands of the

the world will become more

individual citizen. Compared

difficult to operate in for the

cation solution. The embedded

with centralized data storage, an

identity fraudster.

chip can hold far more information

attack on the data becomes much

Alongside security issues, con-

than a traditional magnetic stripe

less of an attraction for data

sumer convenience will also be

card, and crucially, there are

thieves. Each ID holder carries

enhanced. Citizens will be able

sophisticated security measures

their personal data permanently

to interact efficiently with all

in place to guard against un-

with them on the smart card. For

levels of government on what-

authorized access or manipulation

the data thief, it is therefore very

ever digital device they choose,

of the data that resides within.

difficult to access large volumes

consumers will be able to pur-

Smart cards are also more than

of personal data. Moreover, inte-

chase goods online without the

capable of storing biometric

grated semiconductor technology

fear of fraud, passengers will be

identifiers and even of performing

enables the use of automatic

able to pass through borders

on-card matching calculations.

mechanisms to deactivate an ID

faster and easier than ever before

The security chip contained in an

card (at the end of a fixed term of

and companies will be able to

electronic ID card can encrypt

validity, for example).

grant their workers remote

manufacturers worldwide use

the data and store it in an

access to company files safe

encrypted form. If different

These properties make the smart

in the knowledge that only

applications – such as an ID card,

card one of the best tokens to

their employees can access the

driving license/permit and digital

carry identity information – a

information.

signature for accessing special

fact that has been recognized by

public authority services – are

many governments and organ-

The day could come when identity

combined on a smart card, the

izations.

issues take a back seat once

security chip can reliably isolate

again. But not because they are

these applications and the asso-

A Secure Future?

unimportant, rather, because the

ciated data records from one

The rise of identity fraud has

processes will become so trans-

another. It will also permit the

served to sharpen the minds of

parent and secure that the consumer

setting up of different levels of

decision makers in both the

will forget that instances of fraud

access authorization.

government and commercial

could still be out there.
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Part 2
ATM or an e-commerce trans-

A WORLD OF
A P P L I C AT I O N S

action;
• Citizen ID – the identification

Although it is a hot topic, the act of identification is far from being a

of a citizen by an official

modern technological phenomenon. Looking back through the history

body, such as a government

books, it has clearly been of importance since the early days of man.

agency. Examples range from

For many thousands of years, keeping watch for intruders, identifying
tribe members and guarding possessions and territory have all been
fundamental considerations.

national ID card applications
to drivers licenses or access to
welfare benefits.

Identification in the modern

following identification require-

world is certainly more sophisti-

ments. Requirements that Infineon

cated, but despite thousands of

can address with its broad port-

years of progress, there are only

folio of security controllers,

While identification systems will

a few additional reasons one

security memories and system

normally perform one or more

might wish to use identification

solutions:

of the above functions, the list of

techniques. These include logical
access control, time and attendance
monitoring

and

transaction

authentication – although identification measures for this latter

• Physical access control –
securing any physical assets
ranging from a bank safe to an
entire country border;

Categorizing
Identity

places that human identification
might be needed could be huge.
However, broad groupings do
emerge into which most applications can be assigned. These

category have been documented

• Time and attendance – con-

include governmental applications,

in a number of early civili-

firming the physical presence

commercial applications and

zations.

of a person and monitoring

personal applications.

how long they remain within
Leading players in the identification sector, such as Infineon
Technologies,

are

providing

identification technologies in
large volumes to health insurance
schemes, banks, national and

a designated area;
• Logical access control – safeguarding access to data stored
in PCs, networks and mobile
devices;

Government applications range
from drivers licenses to travel
documents, while commercial
applications include bankcards,
transport cards, and accessing
business networks. Personal appli-

local governments, transport

• Transaction authentication –

cations can involve the securing

system operators and a host of

identification procedures that

of assets, such as a person’s

other organizations. Each of

give integrity to transactions.

home, car or mobile phone.

these customers will have unique

These may range from the

issues to solve, but almost all will

signing of mortgage papers to

Often these categories can be

be based on one or more of the

the withdrawal of cash at an

broken down further. For example,

9
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government applications can

tobacco, is very convenient.

application areas under the most

either be public facing, such

However, the use of a retinal scan

scrutiny at present include:

as the issuance of a national

device to access a military facility

entitlement card, or solely for

is clearly a security measure.

governmental use, such as the
protection of a secure facility
against unauthorized entry.

• National Identity Cards;
• International Travel

Making
Identification Better

Documents, such as
passports;

Similarly, in the commercial

• Asylum seeker control;

world, identification schemes can

Many applications that require

• Social Security Cards;

be designed for either customers

identification processes already

• Drivers Licenses;

or staff. An example might be the

use techniques that are perfectly

• e-Government initiatives;

verification of staff in an air-

adequate for the task in hand. For

• Healthcare Cards

port

allow

example, the use of a username

them access to airline computer

and password provides sufficient

In the commercial world the areas

systems, while customers may be

security (although perhaps not

receiving most attention include:

identified as part of a frequent

sufficient convenience) for people

flyer scheme.

accessing their PCs at home.

• Banking, including the intro-

However, there are numerous

duction of secure credit and

Some applications can also be

other application areas that are

debit cards and in-branch

divided into security or con-

receiving attention because the

identity checks;

venience categories. For example,

identification

used

• Secure business communi-

a proof-of-age card, which allows

today are becoming unacceptable

cation, both between busi-

an individual to demonstrate

in a world that demands better

nesses and internally;

they are old enough to buy goods

security and greater efficiency.

such as alcohol, fireworks or

In the government arena the

environment

to

methods

• Mobile Communications,
such as SIM Cards;

PRODUCT

MECHANICAL SPECS /
DIMENSIONS

APPLICATIONS

ID1

Format = 54.0mm x 85.6mm
Thickness = 0.25mm to 1.25mm

Used for most ID Projects; National electronic ID Cards
Healthcare Cards; Electronic Driving Licenses
Special User Groups (e.g. Military); Employee Cards

ID 2

Format = 74.0mm x 105.0mm
Thickness = 0.25mm to 1.25mm

This is not used for current smart card-based solutions.
Used in Germany for the current Identity Card and used for current visa’s
(attached in passport booklet)

ID 3

Passport Booklet

Electronic passport due to be rolled in 2004 / 2005. Chip/Module and
antenna will be assembled in a so-called holder page, the front cover or the
back cover (depending upon country).

Current data contained in today’s applications include:

Future data will include:

Nationality
Surname
First Name
Date and place of birth
Sex

Digital Signature
Biometric Reference Template
Current status of person

Serial Number
National Number
Passport picture
Address
Etc.

10
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Ranking of eID card projects by pieces per project and security level

• Healthcare applications, such

mental services, the continuing

use of new identification tech-

as insurance cards and securing

roll out of smart cards to banking

nology.

patient records;

customers and the advancements

• Transportation schemes;

being made in the healthcare

Government ID Cards

• Event ticketing

sector to optimize the provision

Government agencies can issue a

• Pay TV.

of services. Clearly, however, the

wide choice of cards, ranging from

In all these areas the use of advan-

mobile telecommunications, trans-

employee cards to international

ced identification systems, such as

portation and leisure industry

travel documents to driving

smart cards, tokens, PKI systems

are also vibrant markets for the

licenses.

or biometrics, are under serious
consideration, and in most cases
there are numerous deployments

Project

Product Family

Since

Police Card, Spain

32k Crypto controller

2002

Government Employee Card, Israel

16k Dual Interface controller

2002

Military Card, Italy

32k Crypto controller

2002

Ministry Access Card, Germany

32k Crypto controller

2002

Police Card, New York, US

1k CL Memory

2001

Common Access Card, DoD, US

32k Crypto controller

2001

that demonstrate the advantages
of such technology.

Application
Scenarios
Some of the most visible advanced
identification

technology

in

action today include the introduction of smart government ID
cards, the provision of e-govern-

A selection of government employee smart card ID schemes based on
Infineon’s technology
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looking

with existing ID schemes in

• Enhanced e-Government –

countries have already decided to

place), but others face an uphill

more official government sites

use or are considering the intro-

struggle to persuade their citi-

exist, which are frequently

duction or replacement of such

zens to accept such documents at

updated and contain links and

systems with advanced tech-

all and have been reluctant to try

email contacts;

nology, which can help enhance

and introduce legislation manda-

security, raise efficiency and

ting their issuance.

Numerous

forward

• Interactive e-Government –
Users can download forms,
interact through the web and

increase citizen accountability.
e-Government Services

contact officials via email.

One could argue that the current

Many governments around the

Citizens may be able to post

social

climate

world are looking at e-Govern-

comments and search specia-

highlighted

ment initiatives as a way to

lized databases;

already existing concerns about

improve their dealings with

• Transactional

national security. Consequently

companies

general

ment – Users can pay for

many countries are looking at

public. Properly implemented

services and make other trans-

more comprehensive and robust

there can be advantages for all

actions online. These may

ID measures, such as national ID

parties. For example, govern-

include passport services, birth

card schemes, sophisticated driver

ment agencies can benefit from

and death records, payment of

licenses, or passports that hold

shorter processing times, while

car registration fees, utility bills

the owner’s biometric data.

transactions can be made regard-

etc. Digital signatures may be

less of time or place. Citizens

used and secure sites with user

The introduction of a national

and business, meanwhile, save

passwords are also present;

ID card is an excellent way to

time and do not have to make a

• Seamless e-Government –

ensure the unequivocal identi-

journey to deal with these

The complete integration of

fication of a country’s citizens

agencies.

e-services across administrative

and resident aliens and it can be

In essence, e-Government solu-

boundaries. Users can access

an effective measure in helping

tions create an environment

any service instantly via a

to prevent fraud, especially if

where the data ‘runs around’

unified package.

it takes the form of a smart

rather than the citizens.

and

worldwide

political
has

and

the

A

card, which can enable offline

key

point

e-Govern-

surrounding

verification of the cardholder,

There are a number of different

e-Government is the security

while providing access to the

levels of e-Government that

of the process. Data must be

necessary information wherever

were specified by the UNO in a

securely transmitted and pro-

or whenever it is needed.

study

cessed, ensuring confidentiality

called

“Benchmarking

e-Government”. These are:

and data integrity, while the

High-tech national ID cards are

• Emerging e-Government –

authenticity of the citizen or

a new application field for some

official online presence is

document must be able to be

governments (especially those

established;

demonstrated. The document

12
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recipient must also have legal
proof that the document has
actually

been

sent

by

the

sender, so that they cannot later
deny

the

transaction

(non-

repudiation).

An effective way to ensure that
these security requirements are
met is to combine the use of
smart cards with digital signature
technology.

The

following

describes how such a system
might operate: The government

Healthcare Card – Taiwan

issues smart cards to its citizens,
which each contain a unique

cards to sign digital documents

Within the healthcare sector,

public/private key pair and

with their digital signatures.

smart cards can be put to many
uses, with the most popular

the ability to generate digital
signatures. The user would then

Healthcare

being health insurance IDs,

send the public key to the cer-

The use of smart cards in the health-

patient data cards and health

tification authority (typically the

care industry is a prime example

professional cards.

government), which will sign and

of how advanced identification

store a certificate which includes

technology can help to improve

In particular the Sesam Vitale

the user’s personal data and

the status quo. With their high

project operating in France and

public key – this proves that the

data and communication security,

the

public key and the signature of

memory capacity, flexible pro-

issued in Germany (both in the

the user are valid, so establishing a

gramming options and standar-

mid 1990’s) have given Europe a

trustworthy link between an

dized interfaces, they are a

great deal of experience in the use

electronic signature and a citizen.

product that can enhance data

of chip cards in the healthcare

Citizens can then use their smart

mobility and availability.

sector.
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SMART ID CARDS IN USE IN MACAO
After only 11 months from winning the tender to providing the citizens of Macao with a multifunctional smart identification card,
Siemens Business Systems, with Silicon Trust Partner, Giesecke and Devrient, have begun distributing cards within the Macao
Special Administrative Region. The project is worth more than HK$ 100 million (EURO 16 million) and will involve the deployment
of about 460,000 cards over a period of 4 years.
When looking to update their identity card, the Macao Government wanted to include improved security functions to prevent
forgery and ensure authentication accuracy. Giesecke and Devrient were responsible for supplying the central components for
a complete smart card issuance system.
The card only takes a few days to issue (which is considerably quicker than the previous card), during which time it is laser
engraved with the picture and personal details of the card holder; one of the most secure methods of personalizing a card.
The cardholder will also have to enroll 2 different fingerprints and the fingerprint images are converted into a set of parameters
that are stored on the card. The card holder may at a later stage be asked to prove their identity by placing their finger on a
fingerprint scanner, which attempts to match the fingerprint parameters recorded live, with those already stored on the card.
The inclusion of Digital Signature technology in the card will further
improve authentication, especially when exchanging information electronically. The government will be assured that the cardholder is who he
says he is, and that the information has not been tampered with during
transmission.
Although the card is currently only used as an ID card (hence the picture and personal details engraved on the card), by including a combination of high level hardware and software security in the card, the Macao
Government intends to widen the scope of card usage to cover egovernment activities, e-commerce, a driver license, a medical card and
as a social security card.

Residents of the Macao SAR can read off data stored on their
multifunctional smart identification cards at an information kiosk.
Contact Information:
Andrea Bockholt, +49 (0) 89 4119-2422, andrea.bockholt@de.gi-de.com, www.gi-de.com

I S R A E L T O I N T R O D U C E A S M A R T N AT I O N A L I D C A R D
Israel is another country that has selected smart card technology as the basis of future Identification cards. SC2 (a Silicon Trust
Partner based in Israel) and HP Israel have won the tender to implement the new cards over the next five years, valued at 50
million dollars and producing about 10 million cards.
The government decided to issue smart ID cards for two main reasons. Firstly, by using highly secure technology and specialized production techniques, the possibility of producing fake ID cards would be greatly reduced and hence increase trust in the

Continued on next page.
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identification process. Secondly, the inclusion of security devices on the card (e.g. PKI), will encourage citizens to carry out more
transactions electronically with the government, as both the identity of the sender/receiver can be authenticated and the data
integrity guaranteed.
During the initial phase of implementation, the card will only be used for identification within Israel, as border control still
requires a Passport. Citizens will be able to submit tax declarations, notify address changes, register children into schools, write
official letters to the government – all over the Internet, using their ID card to authenticate identity. Any standard smart card
reader (supporting ISO-7816 cards) can be used, either as an add-on or integrated into a keyboard, laptop or PC.
The card itself contains high security and crypto devices, including PKI capabilities, biometrics and PIN identification and the
chip is ISO-7816 compliant. SC2 has contributed a significant part of the total solution: their Apollo operating system, Keys
Management System and Personalization software, working with the system integrators to optimize the combination of authentication processes and different application interfaces.
The project is still in its early stages and as the government changed at the end of January 2003, it will take a while for the
appropriate project members to be identified. After the preliminaries have been completed, testing will begin, followed by production and delivery, with the first cards due to be distributed end 2003/beginning 2004. Running parallel with this will be the
government’s role of reviewing and potentially amending the laws surrounding identification. Implementation will begin with all
new and replacement ID cards and then be rolled out to the rest of the population.
Contact Information:
Jacob Mendel, +972 54 54 7369, jacob_me@netvision.net.il, www.scsquare.com

HONG KONG SMART ID CARD
One of the showcase projects for e-government and smart
cards in the Asian region is the Hong Kong smart ID card;
an advanced, highly secure ID card for Hong Kong citizens –
utilizing the MULTOS secure smart card operating system. The
cards are currently being issued in a national rollout, with 6.9
million cards anticipated over four years and contain the
highest levels of platform and printing security. The smartID
offers citizens not only the ability to use the cards as a secure
ID card, but also as an e-cert card by loading a digital certificate from the Hong Kong Post to use with government and other proposed commercial services, or as a library card. Future
plans call for the inclusion of a driving license.
The Government of the HKSAR was looking for a way to provide a secure proof of identity that overcame the problems encountered
with the existing ID cards, and open up new opportunities for including additional services such as voter registration, driving
license and other government services. Several key requirements of the system were: integrity and security of the data, proven
infrastructure, ablility to meet future needs. MULTOS provided a solution of the highest security (evaluated to ITSEC E6 high)
and a complete smart card scheme with proven infrastructure and global deployments. The first phase of the project involves a
consortium of vendors working together, led by PCCW Business e-Solutions, with MULTOS modules from Keycorp (a Silicon Trust

Continued on next page.
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Partner) using Infineon secure controllers. Other members of the consortium include ACI-worldwide, Trüb, Cogent Systems and
Mondex International.
Because of the sophisticated encoding and authentication technology on the smart card chip, it is virtually impossible to forge
the new ID cards, which will replace the existing laminated plastic photo ID cards. Identity cards have been in use in Hong Kong
since 1949 to deter illegal immigration.
The government has launched an impressive website (http://www.smartid.gov.hk/en/index.html) and advertising campaign
to educate citizens on how to register and the new ways to use the advanced card.

Contact Information:
Graeme Bradford, +61 2 9414 5303, gbradford@keycorp.net, www.keycorp.net

FIRST SMART ID CARD DEPLOYMENT IN THE MIDDLE EAST
In 2002, Gemplus was awarded the first smart card-based identity solution ever to be implemented in the Middle East. The Sultanate
of Oman intends to deploy over 1.2 million smart ID cards to its citizens, as part of a strategy to improve the quality of public service and homeland security infrastructure. The Sultanate plans to issue its first smart citizen identity card by the end of 2003.
The main objective behind Oman’s ID program is to provide better, faster and more accurate public services for its citizens,
together with higher levels of security, including biometrics. The Sultanate has invested in a modern system that utilizes open
Java Card technology, in order to deliver a versatile ID card that can easily accommodate future e-government applications.
Gemplus will deliver its secure ID solution, “ResIDent”, to provide consultancy, project management and integration, as well as
services, software and cards.
After the program has been implemented, Oman’s citizens and residents will be able to securely and conveniently store their
personal credentials on the cards, including name, address, digital photo ID and fingerprints. Initially the cards will enable personal digital identification, but it is planned to extend the functionality to host driver’s license and border control information,
with other applications, including emergency medical data, being added over time. Combined with biometric recognition, the
smart ID cards will be able to be checked both by portable terminals and by automatic electronic validation, for example at airport immigration checkpoints.
Through undertaking what is sure to become an IT landmark in the Middle East, the Sultanate of Oman is paving the way
amongst other nations in the area, many of which are now in the process of implementing their own national ID programs. Only
recently the UAE announced their plan to deploy over 2 million smart ID cards to its entire population, using technology from
Sagem and Gemplus (ResIDent).
Contact Information:
Carl Norell, +1 215 390 2899, carl.norell@gemplus.com, www.gemplus.com
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I M P R O V I N G T H E H E A LT H C A R E S Y S T E M I N TA I W A N
In Taiwan, some 24 million citizens are expected to receive smart card-based health cards in 2003, replacing
the paper-based cards currently in place. The cards will contain individual patient data, as well as administrative and
treatment information. In addition, the project, (implemented by Secartis AG a Silicon Trust Partner, using Infineon Technologies’
micro-controller chips and smart card technology from Giesecke and Devrient), will also include several hundred thousand
professional cards with a digital signature function for use by doctors, pharmacists and hospitals. This project is currently the
largest healthcare project based on Java Technology in the world.
Smart card based health cards provide tangible benefits for both the healthcare system and their patients. Currently each
doctor has to compile and store records on a patient, which can mean a duplication of effort (and in some cases, treatment)
if the patient changes doctor, moves to a new town or is admitted for emergency treatment.
By storing the patient’s data on a smart card, as well as at the doctor’s (or hospital), the information is now mobile and can
be taken to each doctor that is visited. This is particularly useful for patients with recurring illnesses or allergies who need to
see a variety of specialists and take a selection of medication – the specialist is able to access information on previous
diagnoses and then update the card with new data. This transparency of information should not only save the health system
valuable time wasted in compiling duplicate information, more importantly it should reduce the costs spent on unnecessary
examinations and tests. The patients also benefit, as he/she is in control of their own data and can be sure that only qualified
personnel, access it.
With such a variety of personal and often sensitive information stored on a card, it is very important that the data is securely
protected. Information is stored in different sections, with viewing rights apportioned to each section. A doctor will have a
higher level of access than a chemist, for example. When the patient visits their doctor, they can activate their card with a PIN
number. In order to access the information stored on the patient’s card, the doctor must use his/her own card (Health
Professional Card) also with a PIN number, which verifies the doctor’s viewing rights. This ensures both the authenticity of the
patient and the doctor. The card itself contains crypto devices, which not only protect the stored data, but also reduce the
ability of duplicating the card for fraudulent use.
With the introduction of smart health cards, the Taiwanese Health Authority is hoping to capitalise on the cost saving benefits to
a sum of around EURO 195 million. And it would seem that a lot of countries will be closely watching the success of this
scheme, to see if the introduction of this technology would bring the same benefits to their own health systems.
Contact Information:
Andrea Bockholt, +49 (0) 89 4119-2422, andrea.bockholt@de.gi-de.com, www.gi-de.com
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S Y S T E M I N T E G R AT I O N
O V E RV I E W
System integration issues can make or break an identification project.
Effective integration can lead to a system that is well liked, cost

communicate. Consideration as
to how this data will be maintained and accessed via numerous
different channels must also be
given.

effective and efficient, while bad integration can lead to many years of

Often the implementation of a

technical headaches and even complete system failure – especially if

new identification system can

disgruntled users reject the system.

require a change in working
practice by the end user who

System Integration

Data Dilemma

may be used to dealing with
large legacy systems, so this

The challenge is the pulling

In identification projects that span

human issue must also be care-

together of all the many different

across many different business

fully considered.

strands involved in a project, which

or governmental processes, such

can almost seem overwhelming

as the implementation of a

in an identification scheme,

national identification scheme,

especially if it is large-scale.

one of the biggest challenges is

At the heart of many identifi-

Integration also needs to take

the integration of the different

cation schemes are the data and

part on many levels, from the

data sources.

the carrying devices. As smart

physical integration of many

The issue is easy to understand.

cards become ever more popular

different suppliers’ products to

A person’s name may be listed in

as a sophisticated way to store,

the effective pooling and use of

numerous disparate government

process and protect ID data, then

disparate data sources.

agency databases, but there may

the correct choice of this critical

There are usually numerous

be slight variations to the way

component of a system is key.

companies involved in a project,

that name is formatted or the way

but unfortunately there is no

an address is written. So, one of

Most smart card companies or

“Identification Handbook” which

the first steps is for standardized

solution providers purchase the

can guide a customer through

methods of data storage to be

chips for their cards directly

every step of the project.

established to enable the disparate

from semiconductor companies,

In particularly large projects, it

systems to be able to effectively

such as Infineon Technologies.

Unparalleled Support

is advisable to work closely
with experienced partners that
have the ability to assess and

“Infineon Technologies will not only work with its customers to

recommend the technology that

ensure a successful solution, but it will also lend its expertise to

best meets a user’s needs. It is
often a good idea to try a small pilot
before committing to a particular

the service provider of the identification system, such as a
service provider or a bank or a government agency.”

set of products.
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Figure 2: Simplified Model of a Complete System Solution

Therefore, unless specifically

only its customers – the card

security of the hardware design

requested, it is unusual to see a

manufacturers or solution pro-

be absolutely critical, Infineon

chip manufacturer bid directly

viders – but also the service

has the ability to make changes

for a large-scale ID project, as

provider, such as the bank, net-

in the design of the smart card

that task is normally left to their

work operator or government

chip

customers.

agency (see Figure 2).

For example if it was required

However, as successful inte-

to

suit

requirements.

to have a specific non-volatile

gration is such an important

It is Infineon’s goal to offer the

memory section for biometric

issue, Infineon feels the best

level of security the customer

data, then this change to the IC

approach is for it to support not

needs. Therefore, should the

design can be accommodated. 䡲
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Part 4
• Data Integrity – ensure that

SECURITY ASPECTS

data is not purposefully changed

It goes without saying that security is of paramount importance when

by non-legitimate users;

implementing an identification system using ID cards. Without it, the

• Data Availability – ensure

risk of system failure (and also the failure of the individual ID cards)

that data is made available to

increases dramatically and can lead to financial losses, as well as

the right person whenever

damaged credibility and confidence in the system. Depending upon
the application it could also compromise safety.

necessary.

These issues are normally achieved

Security As Standard

identification

using different security measures.

schemes, there is normally an IT

For example, authentication can

system, which will perform

be achieved using a password,

importance, it must be under-

functions, such as storing and

PIN or biometric, such as a finger-

stood from the start that 100%

authenticating

user

print, while confidentiality can be

security is never possible. How-

information. There are four

maintained through encryption

ever, a good security approach

major security issues that these

measures.

will ensure that the money, time

IT systems need to contend with:

Clearly then an effective security

Although security is of utmost

Behind

most

personal

and effort required to break a
system would not be worth the

system will never rely on a single
• Secure

Authentication

–

security mechanism. After all, if

potential reward. This barrier to

ensure that only legitimate

the door to a house has the most

attack will weaken over time, as new

users can access certain data or

sophisticated lock known to man-

hacking methods are discovered,

perform specific actions;

kind, but its hinges are rusty or

but new security techniques will

• Data Confidentiality – ensure

there is a window left open, then

also emerge to help ensure

that personal or sensitive

that single strong security measure

system security stays one step

data is protected from non-

will be bypassed. Successful security

ahead of the hacker’s abilities.

legitimate users;

will look at a portfolio of security
measures to ensure the overall

Strategic Aspects:

system can be kept safe from

• Innovative products addressing future
security requirements

attack. It is best if these security
measures are of a similar difficulty

• Close cooperation with customers,
evaluators and other institutions

to overcome, as the point of attack

• Security processes

will normally always be at the

• Security infrastructure

weakest point.

• Pro-active evaluation and certification

Security features to be considered,
such as hardware, chip or data

Products under development today will be in the field for
the next 5-10 years. The security strategy must ensure an appropriate
security level for this period of time.

attack, can typically be grouped
along the lines displayed in
Figure 3 (Page 24).
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COMMON CRITERIA
In the smart card arena, any vendor wishing to submit a card for certification under the common criteria has to define a
so-called security target (ST), which is comprised of:
䡲

Definition for the Target of Evaluation (TOE) – The part of the product that is subject to evaluation.

䡲

Description of the attack scenarios to be considered in the evaluation of the TOE.

䡲

Specification of the countermeasures implemented in the TOE against those threats
whose efficiency has to proven during the evaluation.

In addition, the ST defines the level of assurance to which the TOE meets the security requirement of a smart card. This is known
as the Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL). EALs run from EAL1 at the lowest level to EAL7 at the highest.
For the user´s convenience and for comparability reasons, generic security targets are pre-defined for certain product classes
such as smart cards, in the form of so-called Protection profiles (PP). They define a minimal set of security properties to be considered in an evaluation such as in the BSI-PP-0002-2001 for smart card ICs.
The following table shows the relationship between ITSEC and CC certification levels.
Common Criteria

EAL 1

EAL 2

EAL 3

EAL 4

EAL 5

EAL 6

EAL 7

ITSEC

–

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

The Security Target also grades the effectiveness of the security functions that are implemented against each type of threat.
These Strength of Function levels run from Basic (amateur attack) to Medium (professional using mainstream resources) up to
High (experts with ‘state of the art’ resources).

Certification Issues

and Canada (CTCPEC) had

ITSEC and Common Criteria

developed different standards.

certifications have a sliding scale

The user of any security system

More recently Common Criteria

that can be assigned to a particular

normally has three questions – is

standards (ISO/IEC 15408), as

product, with the top of the scale

the system secure, how secure is

worldwide valid security stan-

being high security and the bottom

it and how much does it cost?

dards, have emerged which bring

of the scale representing very low

For just over a decade issuers

together all of these initiatives to

levels of security (see Common

have been able to look at security

create a scheme which is mean-

Criteria Side Box above). Under

evaluations performed by inde-

ingful to a wider audience.

the certification schemes, any

pendent bodies, such as govern-

The benefit of having a certified

electronic product or system

ments. In Europe, the Infor-

product, such as a smart card chip,

that claims to have a security

mation

Security

is the high level of confidence

capability can be evaluated. This

Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC)

that comes from independent

can include a range of products,

standards were developed and

evaluation, while demonstrating

such as operating systems, data-

agreed by France, Germany, the

that the vendor of the product

base management systems, fire-

Netherlands and the UK in 1991.

has been willing to put their

walls, smart cards, the chips at

Meanwhile, the USA (TCSEC)

product to the test.

the heart of a smart card and PKI

Technology
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Product

Certification Date

Criteria

66C160P

2000

ZKA approval (German e-purse) / Visa type approval level 3 / CAST

66CX160M

2001

ITSEC E3/high

66CX320P

2002

Visa type approval level 3 / ITSEC E4/high / CAST

66CX640P

2001

ITSEC E4/high

66CX160P

2001

ZKA approval (Germany e-purse) / ITSEC E4/high

66CX160P

2001

Visa type approval level 3 / CAST / Proton World / Mondex type approval

66C162P

2001

Visa type approval level 3 / CAST

66C164P

2001

ITSEC E4/high / Visa type approval level 3 / CAST / Proton World

66CX640P

2002

CAST / Mondex type approval / ITSEC E4/high

66C160P

2001

Visa type approval level 3

66C164P

2001

Visa type approval level 3

66C164P

2002

Proton World

66CX322P

2002

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

66CX322P

2002

Visa type approval level 3 / Proton World / CAST / ZKA approval (German e-purse)

66C82P / 66C42P

2003

Visa type approval level 3 / Proton World / CAST

66C82P / 66C42P

2003

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

66CLX320P

2003

Visa type approval level 3 / CAST

66CX642P

12/03 (planned)

CAST / Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

88CX720P

11/03 (planned)

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

88CFX4000P

(planned)

Common Criteria EAL5+ / SSVG Protection Profile

systems. In practice, most evalu-

for products to be evaluated, a

important that any new smart

ations are usually undertaken on

transition period from ITSEC to

card is as secure as possible.

software components, but the

CC should be expected.

Security begins with the manu-

field is beginning to widen to

Numerous Infineon ICs have

facturing and delivery processes,

include more firmware and hard-

been awarded ITSEC E4 High

where an audit trail is established

ware. For more than 5 years

certificates, but some of its ICs,

for each chip and card. However

now, Infineon’s goal has been to

such as the SLE 66CX322P

it is the threat from hackers and

provide the best security availa-

have achieved Common Criteria

criminals that is the biggest

ble – proven and certified.

EAL5+ (May 2002) and Infineon

concern. These people might

Both ITSEC and Common

is committed to continuing this

attempt to use a genuine card

Criteria provide an effective

strategy of achieving recognizable

illegally or try to reverse engineer

process for security evaluations,

security certification for its secu-

a card to produce counterfeit

but Common Criteria is expected

rity ICs.

cards.

by which security will be

Attack Scenarios

External attacks can be invasive

measured. However, as it can

As one of the key components in

or non-invasive depending on

take between six months to a year

many identification schemes, it is

the attack method used. An

to become the dominant standard
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invasive attack would involve

Electrical Security

taking place. Even though this

the physical tampering with the

Another method open to the

information is encrypted, with the

chip, while a non-invasive process

potential hacker is to monitor

appropriate mathematical know

might, for example, involve the

the power consumption of the

how and colossal computing

monitoring and analyzing of its

chip as it performs different

power it could be possible to

electrical power consumption as

instructions. This process needs

crack the code.

different instructions are carried

to be repeated many times using

out.

different input values. Electrical

This would be an extremely

noise also needs to be screened

difficult task however. As well as

out.

Data

Physical Attack
Reverse

engineering

is

Encryption

Standard

(DES) algorithms, smart cards

one

potential physical attack method

Chip manufacturers have deve-

are increasingly using public key

a hacker might attempt in a bid to

loped various types of camouflage

infrastructure (PKI) systems,

create a counterfeit card, although

against this type of attack,

which are highly secure and have

such attacks are potentially

including the use of additional

the benefit that communications

very expensive. Anything from

interference (chaff) or the reduc-

can be secured between two

chemical agents to peel away

tion in noise created by the chip

parties who were previously

layers on the chip to the bom-

through special filtering circuits.

unknown to each other. PKI

bardment of electrons to deduce

Infineon eliminates the root-

systems are normally based on

electrical potential and activity at

cause of this effect through a

RSA

certain points are possible attack

dedicated design methodology

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

scenarios.

applied to critical parts of the

(ECC) is a viable alternative and

chip design such as such crypto-

has the benefit that for the same

coprocessors.

security strength a shorter key

Due to the expense of such

however,

(and as a consequence, shorter

attack methods smart card manufacturers have typically applied

Another option is to make the

effective countermeasures.

algorithm perform in a different

However, because more complex

algorithms;

computational time) is needed.

way each time it runs, intro-

When conducting a transfer of

ducing randomness.

information between two entities
(for example card and point of

equipment is now becoming
available, combined with the

Code Breaking

sale) a secure communication

increase in potential reward for

A critical part of a smart card’s

channel is required. This includes

the successful hacker as society

security stems from the algorithms

a process of mutual authen-

relies more heavily on smart

that are used to encrypt the data

tication between the two devices

cards, more sophisticated techni-

within the smart card. The main

and the creating of a ‘session

ques to prevent physical attack,

vulnerability comes as this data

key’. In order for this to happen

such as the complete encryption

is passed from the card to a

a Security Application Module

of the memory, are now in place.

reader when a transaction is

(SAM) is usually required to
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Reducing attack risk by increasing security
Using certified secure Infineon hardware platforms

System Security Concept

Hardware
attacks

Chip & data
attacks

Application
authenticity

Data
manipulation

Sensors

Screening

Encryption

Encryption

Filters

Scrambling

Acceleration

Scrambling

Shielding

Unique cells

Randomness

Sensors

Figure 3: Security System Feature Grouping

protect the keys and/or to per-

from

form entire template matching

include:

and signature generation. The

• Sensor and filters for control-

SAM is often securely cased
in the reader, but can also be

Infineon

Technologies

operations;

ling operating conditions;
• Memory encryption of ROM,

located on a smart card crypto-

EEPROM and XRAM to

controller. Most card phones

prevent memory analysis;

and points of sale have such a

• Data and address scrambling

module to authenticate the card
to the terminal and vice versa.

for fast and secure crypto

in memories and busses;
• Memory Management

• True random number
generator for cryptographic
purposes and hardwaresecurity features;
• Active shielding against any
kind of invasive attacks;
• Protection against
optical attacks (as developed

This process of mutual authen-

Unit (MMU) for secure

by Anderson and

tication is especially useful in

multi-application and data

Skorobogatvo at Cambridge

offline environments.

protection;

University in the UK) using

• Dedicated logic design and

Security Features

hardware-countermeasures

More than 50 security features

against power analyses;

are currently implemented in a
66P/PE or 88P security controller.
Some security functions that are
included into smart card ICs

• Proprietary CPU design for
security;

light sensors and memory
encryption algorithms.

Infineon provides various application notes and recommendations

• Dedicated symmetric and
asymmetric crypto devices
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“Security is a key issue for Infineon Technologies. The company

Other security elements that
should be considered for the smart

adopts a proactive stance in proving this security ethos through
stringent certification.”

card body include features such as:

Source: Infineon Technologies

• Computer generated
covert data
customers. In addition, Infineon

functionality may not always be

also provides a fully certified

used (perhaps the card is used

crypto library, which is comprised

as a pure photo ID) and so it

of cryptographic support routines

might be possible for a potential

• Indent and embossed printing

of up to 2048bit key length. The

fraudster to bypass chip security

• Iridescent inks

target marketplace and its respec-

altogether. This makes it im-

tive security profile will determine

portant that the card has other

the extent to which security

security features that will make

• Microprinting

features are included.

the appearance and feel of the

• Optical variable ink

card very difficult to fraudulently

Other Considerations

copy or use. The cards should

Depending upon the specific

also be highly resistant to wear

application of the card, the chip

and tear.

• Ghost printing
• Holograms and Kinegrams

• Micro laser engraving

• Rainbow printing
• Topcoats
• UV printing
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INFINEON’S
TECHNOLOGY FOR
I D E N T I F I C AT I O N

matching capabilities, all require

The range of identification technology is as diverse as the subject itself.

range from a simple memory

It ranges from biometric devices and smart cards to PKI systems and

device to a cryptographic chip

the functionality that can best be
provided by modern smart card
chips.
The types of chip available can

database technology. It can be standalone or networked, proprietary
or non-proprietary, used in high volume applications or in small
closed systems with just a handful of users.

that

can

perform

complex

encryption calculations. The
chips can also range from traditional contact based technology,

Key Technology

Infineon can also cater for a

where a user places the card into

wealth of technology require-

a reader, to contactless ICs

Infineon’s Secure Mobile Solutions

ments as well as customized

(which work via electro-magnetic

group has products that match

security solutions.

waves), that are proving to be the

this application diversity in its

products of choice for all applica-

Chip Types

portfolio. They include:

tions which require easy and
convenient user identification,

• Secure non-volatile memory

A common thread throughout

without the need for physical

products – including contact-

this document has been the

contact of the card with a

based and contactless devices;

importance placed on the smart

read/write device.

• 8, 16-bit and 32-bit secure

card and its chip. Considering

microcontroller products –

the type of applications now

Memories

including contact based, con-

emerging, which often demand

Infineon

tactless and dual interface devices;

more than just portable data

combine excellent value for

• Security devices – Trusted

storage capabilities, but also the

money with the highest security

(TPM)

computational power of advanced

levels. They are the ideal solution

according to the specifications

microcontroller chips, this is not

for sensitive telecom, identi-

of the TCG (Trusted Com-

surprising.

fication or health care applications.

Platform

Modules

puting Group), for platform
security;

security

memories

One highlight of Infineon’s
In today’s world, applications

extensive security memory offering

• Radio frequency identification

such as national ID cards that

is the new SLE 7736 IC Euro-

chips – for use in tags and labels.

have to interact securely with

chip 77. It features an intelligent

government systems, or ticketing

237-bit EEPROM counter with

Through its close value network

solutions

security

of partners, and in particular

application facilities, or other

authentication, a card trash

through the members of the

application scenarios that perhaps

mechanism, and dedicated CMOS

Silicon Trust (see Page 37),

need on-card biometric template

security technology (IMEM).

that
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Top 10 Infineon Security Smart Card Chips for the Identification Segment
Product

Security

Security

Security

Security

Security

Security

Security

Security

Security

Security

Description

Memory

Contactless

Contactless

Contactless

Dual Interface

Crypto

Crypto

Crypto

Crypto

Crypto

Memory

Memory

Controller

Crypto

Controller

Controller

Controller

Controller

Controller

Controller
Product name

4428

44R35

55R16

66CL81P

66CLX320P

66CX162PE

66CX322P

66CX642P

88CX720P

88CFX4000P

Application

Identification

Identification/

Identification/

Identification/

High-End

High-End

High-End

High-End

High-End

High-End

Transport

Transport

Transport

Identification/

Identification/

Identification/

Identification/

Identification/

Identification/

Future proof,

Future proof,

Future proof,

Future proof,

Future proof,

Future proof,

Multi-application Multi-application Multi-application Multi-application Multi-application Multi-application

EEPROM

1 kB

1 kB

2,56 kB

Multi-

platform

platform

platform

platform

platform

platform

8 kB

32 kB

16 kB

16 kB

64 kB

72 kB

400kB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Application
Capability

Controllers

family in 2000 - a fully compatible

have received security certifica-

The success story of Infineon

upgrade providing, once more,

tions ITSEC E4 high or the equi-

Technologies security control-

larger memory sizes (the SLE

valent Common Criteria EAL 5+

lers began in 1993 with the intro-

66CX640P was the first 64 KByte

level.

duction of the 44S family. With

security controller in mass pro-

more than 300 million units sold

duction), lower power consump-

In order to continue this success-

worldwide in all fields of appli-

tion and enhanced instruction set.

ful product run, Infineon has

cations, it offered an excellent

It was the first security controller

introduced its 66P ENHANCED

price/performance ratio, (consi-

produced in 0.25µm technology.

family with increased performan-

dered the main success factor

This family, for the first time,

ce, user convenience, security and

behind this products’ longevity).

featured

(Memory

cost efficiency, which the compa-

In 1998, Infineon raised the

Management Unit) to separate

ny believes will usher in a new

standard for a new generation

applications on multi-application

standard in 16-bit

of security controllers, with its

cards and a MED (Memory

applications.

66S family. Raising the bar in

Encryption

terms of memory sizes, security

increased security. The SLE

Equipped with an internal clock

features – such as enhanced

66CX322P was the first security

running up to 33 MHz combined

SPA/DPA resistance – as well

controller

with an automatic power manage-

as performance, the 66S was

Common

5+

ment system, the 66PE series will

the platform for the world’s

(according to BSI-PP-0002) and is

offer the maximum performance

first

16-bit-cryptocontroller

widely used in all common smart

to a user’s software.

(SLE66CX160S) and the first

card applications such as mobile

microcontroller ever to receive

communications, payment and

A new and unique NVM (Non

an ITSEC E4 High certification.

identification. Up to now, 8 secu-

Volatile Memory) concept allows

The 66S was followed by the 66P

rity controllers from Infineon

larger memory capacities and

a

MMU

Decryption)

to

be

Criteria
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paves the way for ROM-less

accelerates all virtual machine-

interoperability. Designers can

solutions with the minimum size

based chip card languages, inclu-

choose from a wide range of

overhead. An enhanced memory

ding MultOS ™. The chip archi-

EEPROMs to reflect individual

management system combined

tecture is also optimized to run

needs.

with a new instruction set allows

multiple tasks in parallel, inclu-

a quasi linear addressing of up to

ding peripheral functions such

The dual interface, contactless

1 MByte (extendable to up to 16

as

communications

controller SLE66CL160S is the

MByte). As code compability

through the on-chip UART and

industry’s first controller to

with the 66P family is given,

execution of data encryption and

support the two contactless

migration towards this new plat-

security features.

modulation methods for trans-

external

mission in the 13.56 MHz radio

form is easy.
In 2002, Infineon qualified the

frequency band, Type A and Type B

Additional security features like

SLE 88CX720P in 0.22 µm tech-

in full compliance with ISO

sparkling bus encryption, an

nology. Infineon has now intro-

14443.

enhanced current scrambler and

duced the SLE 88CFX4000P, the

The SLE66CLX320P and

an automatically implemented

first smart card microcontroller

SLE66CL81P are based on the

anti-tearing mechanism solidify

in 0.13 µm CMOS technology,

66P platform.

Infineon Technologies’ position

with larger memory capacities

mode ICs support the key proxi-

as the world’s leading company

and Flash concept.

mity interface types in combina-

the

These multi-

tion with leading edge perfor-

for security controllers.
All controller ICs feature a 32

mance and security, including

The 88 family products are desi-

byte PROM, a serial interface,

hardware based accelerators for

gned for multi-application chip

and an internal programming

DES, Elliptic Curves and RSA

cards for electronic banking,

voltage for EEPROM and also

algorithms. New products based

mobile communications, and

retain data for a minimum of 10

on the 66PE platform are under

identity authentication. The 88

years. The 44, 66S, and 66P fami-

development.

family combines a high-perfor-

lies are built for endurance cycles

mance 32 -bit core architecture

of 500,000. The 44 family is

Cryptocontrollers

with an integral security concept

equipped with a CMS (Chip

Infineon offers a range of security

to meet the demanding require-

Management System) whereas

crypto modules with its 66S and

ments

the 66S and 66P families feature

66P/66PE/88P families.

an RMS (Resource Management

• 1,100 –Bit Advanced Crypto

of

multi-application

systems.

Engine – the ACE is an

System).

arithmetic coprocessor for

The workstation-like core architecture incorporates on-chip data

Contactless Controllers

fast calculation of asymmetric

and instruction caches to support

Contactless controllers from

public key algorithms

fast

program

pre-fetching

execution

by

Infineon support a wide range of

(e.g. RSA). It is equipped with

instructions.

It

proximity interfaces for global

700 bytes of crypto RAM;
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Engine

arithmetic functions for easy

interface

(complying

(Crypto@1408Bit) – the Crypto

programming of the ACE. It also

ISOL/IEC 15693), my-d vicinity

@1408bit supports all asym-

includes full implementations of

solutions are ideal for applica-

metric algorithms based on

RSA calculations sign, verify and

tions such as asset management,

modular arithmetic, including

key generation. It supports up to

track & trace, security, and trans-

RSA, Elliptic Curves GF(p)

2,048 -bit key lengths. Powerful

port.

and GF2n. Its unique design

SPA/DPA and DFA counter

makes it the fastest engine:

measures are also provided with

SLE 55RXX

it performs an 1024-bit RSA

this library. As part of the security

The SLE 55Rxx Family is built

signature with CRT in only

evaluation of any new 66P/66PE

around a highly secure, flexible

4 ms and a 2048-bit signature

controller starting with the SLE

architecture. Featuring strong

in only 35 ms. It is equipped

66CX322P, the RSA2048 library

SLE55Rxx security logic and an

with 880 bytes of crypto RAM

is certified according to Common

intelligent EEPROM with a con-

and its device driver is inclu-

Criteria EAL-5 + (with BSI-PP-

tactless

ded in the Platform Support

0002 protection profile).

with ISO/IEC 14443, type A),

interface

with

(complying

SLE 55 Rxx targets secure data

Layer of the 88 family;
RFID Chips and

access and e-purse applications.

Contactless Memories

Flexible

ard) Accelerator – the DES

Contactless ICs are ideal for

memory architecture with up to

accelerator performs fast sym-

applications requiring fast user

14 securely separated data seg-

metric DES and Triple DES

identification without physical

ments gives system integrators

algorithms;

contact between the card and a

added design flexibility. Different

• Elliptic Curve – the elliptic

read/write device. Typical target

memory sizes (from 160 to 2.560

curves core supports multi-

applications include access con-

bytes) ensure the perfect fit for

plication and addition in the

trol systems and automatic fare

individual applications.

Galois Field GF2n, n ≤ 191.

collection for public transport

Elliptic curves GF(p) are sup-

and toll collection systems.

• DES (Data Encryption Stand-

multi-application

Infineon SLE 66R35 Mifare®
Infineon Mifare® products com-

ported by the ACE;
My-d vicinity

ply with ISO/IEC 14443, type A

applications

SECURE MY-D PRODUCTS

interface

notes available for 66P/88P

from the my-d vicinity family are

Mifare® -certified at the Mifare®

controllers.

the first RFID (Radio Frequency

certification institute.

• AES – the AES algorithm is
supported

by

standards

and

are

Identification) solutions to enaThe RSA 2048 Library

ble authorized users to manage

Infineon SLE 66R35 Mifare® is

This is a powerful, multi-func-

their data securely. Featuring

designed for applications such as

tional crypto library for Infineon

strong security algorithms and an

access control or electronic ticket

controllers with SLE66CXxxP/PE

intelligent 2.5 kbit to 10 kbit

with standard memory and security

crypto coprocessors. It provides

EEPROM with a contactless

requirements.
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Trusted Platform Module

trust. The product allows PCs

munication. Infineon produces

or notebooks to run applications

the

The Trusted Platform Module

in a more secure manner and

(Trusted Computing Group)

(TPM) is another solution that

creates a trustworthy environ-

specifications, an industry recog-

Infineon produces to enhance

ment for transactions and com-

nized standard.

TPM

following

TCG

INFINEON AND HP EXTEND SECURITY ACROSS THE
ENTERPRISE.
Following the introduction of ProtectTools Embedded Security on the award-winning HP Business Desktop d530 earlier in 2003, enterprises of all sizes can now have access to a common enhanced security platform for both stationary and mobile employees. This is
thanks to the advanced ProtectTools Embedded Security solution that is now available as a built-in option on the new HP Compaq
Business Notebook nc6000 and nc8000 series and based on a standards-compliant security chip module and software from Infineon
Technologies.
HP ProtectTools Embedded Security is a hardware and software solution that enhances the security features of the desktop’s native
operating system and third-party security applications, bringing a new level of data protection and access control to computers that
access corporate networks. Infineon worked closely with HP to develop a complete solution compliant with specifications published by
the Trusted Computing Group (TCG). And with the latest release of HP Protect-Tools Embedded Security, both companies have collaborated to enhance the system management application and add support for third-party solutions including identification applications
from RSA Security.
For HP ProtectTools Embedded Security, Infineon provided the secure hardware and the complete suite of embedded security and application software required for solutions compliant with the TCG Main Specification 1.1b. TCG specifications define hardware/software
solutions to support a hardware-based public key infrastructure (PKI) and secure secret storage implemented in any computing device that interacts with other systems and networks. Ultimately, this will enable more secure data storage, online business practices,
and online commerce transactions while protecting privacy.
Infineon also collaborated with HP to develop the solution’s user-friendly Security Management Software application and the HP
Personal Secure Drive, which simplifies data protection through file and folder encryption protected with hardware-based key generation and storage.
Contact Information:
Veronica Preysing, +49 89 234 86713, veronica.preysing@infineon.com, www.infineon.com
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cations, data elements for inter-

If you buy a camera film in Japan, you almost take it for granted that

The standard is actually broken

it will work in a camera purchased in the USA. This is made possible
because the film manufacturers and the camera manufacturers have all
agreed to make their products interoperable by following guidelines

change and security.

down in numerous constituent
parts, which are shown below:

set out in a standard. Clearly life would be extremely difficult without
standards, as would the introduction of an identification scheme if

• Part 1 – Physical

there were no rules governing things such as the dimensions of a smart

characteristics

card or the way identification data is formatted or transferred.

Setting The Standard

committee 17 (SC17) for the

• Part 2 – Dimensions and
locations of the contacts

international standardization of

• Part 3 – Electronic signals

Many standards start off life as

personal identification and card

and transmission protocols

initiatives by groups or organi-

issues.

• Part 4 – Inter-industry

zations that want to promote the

commands for interchange

use of a particular technology in

Smart Card Standards

the widest possible number of

The main standard determining

• Part 5 – Registration system

applications. These specifica-

the physical properties of a smart

for applications in IC cards

tions may go on to become a

card is ISO/IEC 7816. In essence

national or even an international

the standard ensures that a com-

standard. Identification systems

pliant card will fit into the slot of

themselves are far from standard,

a card-read/write device, that it

having a vast array of possible

will receive the correct power

commands for Structured Card

permutations.

the

supplies and communication

Query Language (SCQL)

building blocks that make up

signals and will be able to tell the

any one scheme are increasingly

reader device which ‘language’ it

governed

speaks.

by

However,

comprehensive

More specifically, the standard

standards.

• Part 6 – Inter-industry
data elements
• Part 7 – Inter-industry

• Part 8 – Security architecture
and related inter-industry
commands

sets the dimensions of the card

• Part 9 – Enhanced inter-

The International Organization

(85 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm thick

industry commands and

for Standardization (ISO) and

- the so called ID1 format), the

security attributes

the International Electrotechnical

physical characteristics of the

Commission

(IEC)

oversee

plastic, the relative positioning

international

standardization.

of the electrical contacts and

The Joint Committee 1 (JTC1)

their functionality. It also covers

of ISO/IEC is responsible for the

commands governing the inter-

• Part 11 – Personal verification

establishment of standardization

change of data, a numbering and

through biometric methods in

of IT and, in particular, its sub-

registering procedure for appli-

integrated circuits
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An additional part to ISO/IEC

minimum recommendations laid

MasterCard International, but

7816 is due in 2003 that will deal

out in the appropriate ISO/IEC

control of the specifications is

with USB interfaces. The amend-

standards that affect its business

with the consortium members.

ment will appear as Part 12 of the

operations.

ISO/IEC standard and will be
titled – USB electrical interface
and operating procedure.

The JavaCard standard, (as a

Operating
Systems

subset of the JAVA specification)
is owned and controlled by Sun
Microsystems - but is developed

ISO/IEC 7816 is the main stan-

There are various Operating

by the JavaCard Forum and was

dard for smart cards, but there

Systems options suitable to

launched in 1997. The members

are other standards that are

address the growing identi-

of the JavaCard Forum include

designed to specify the charac-

fication market today. These

Axalto (Schlumberger), Giesecke

teristics of identification cards in

include MULTOS and Java

& Devrient, Gemplus,

general. For example, ISO/IEC

Card/Global Platform (as the

Visa,

7810 also governs card size,

two industry wide, standard

Hitachi, STMicroelectronics and

while the thickness of cards is

open platforms), as well as inde-

Aspects. JavaCard solutions are

covered in ISO/IEC 7810 and

pendent Operating Systems such

often offered in conjunction with

ISO/IEC 7813.

as CARDOS and APOLLO,

an implementation of the Global

from Siemens ICN and SC2

Platform Specifications, which are

While ISO/IEC 7816 relates to

respectively. There are also nume-

specified by the Global Platform

IC cards where the chip must

rous

Consortium and cover the life-

make physical contact with the

Systems

reader, ISO/IEC standards are

from most of the major card

also being created for contactless

manufacturers.

proprietary
or

Operating

implementations

Infineon

OCS,

Technologies,

cycle management of the card.

Infineon does not endorse any

cards, which operate at a distan-

one operating system and all

ce. For example, ISO/IEC 14443

The MULTOS standard is being

solutions are available on various

and ISO/IEC 15693 deal with

developed by the MULTOS con-

Infineon smart card ICs which

proximity and vicinity cards.

sortium, which was established

cover the market.

in 1997. The members that have
Infineon

Technologies

takes

driven the specification include

User Industry
Standards

standardization issues extremely

players such as:

seriously and is an active player

MasterCard and Mondex Inter-

in many of the standardization

national, Infineon Technologies,

The banking sector has made

bodies looking at the development

Dai Nippon Printing, Hitachi,

more progress than any other

of

Keycorp, Giesecke & Devrient

in establishing user industry

and American Express.

standards for smart cards. There

Mobile Solutions division con-

The intellectual property rights

are two main banking industry

forms to and often exceeds the

to MULTOS are the property of

standards – EMV and SET.

identification

Naturally

technology.

Infineon’s

Secure
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EMV is the debit/credit applica-

nization to implement a globally

states planning to start their

tion from Europay, MasterCard

interoperable electric purse pro-

rollout of MRP with a contactless

and Visa and there are four

gram, while maintaining full

semiconductor chip by 2004

levels:

accountability and control.

and the inclusion of biometric
feature data by the beginning of

The ICAO (International Civil

• Part 1 – Electromechanical
characteristics, logical

Aviation Organization) currently

interface and transmission

represents 188 countries, and as

protocols;

an organization, is in charge of

• Part 2 – Data elements
and commands;
• Part 3 – Application selection;
• Part 4 – Security aspects

2005.

Biometric Standards

specifying standards for inter-

A major effort underway at

national travel documents e.g.

present is to bring biometric

passports, visas and boarding

technology into the mainstream.

passes. It is currently working on

Standardization efforts are very

specifications for new visas and

important as they give confidence

passports, including new security

to the consumer and demonstrate

features.

the increasing maturity of the products. There are actually numerous

Primarily developed by Visa
and MasterCard, SET (Secure

EPassports, also referred to as

biometric standardization initia-

Electronic Transaction) is an

MRTD (Machine-readable travel

tives governing a range of issues,

open technical specification for

document), include the MRP

from on-card biometric template

securing payment card trans-

(machine readable passport) and

matching to the interchange of

actions over open networks,

MRV (machine readable visa).

fingerprint data.

such as the Internet. SET main-

The MRP (machine readable

tains

of

passport) is planned to carry a

However, the main standard,

messages, ensures unauthorized

contactless secure semiconductor

which has received backing from

people do not amend them,

chip from the start and include

most industry players, is the

and authenticates both parties

biometric features such as finger-

BioAPI

involved in the transaction. SET

print and/or face recognition at a

currently on a fast track to

relies on cryptography and digital

later date. The MRV (machine

becoming an ISO/IEC standard.

certificates to ensure message

readable visa) will require a

An API (Application Program

confidentiality and security.

photograph of the holder as well

Interface) is a defined way in

as eventually, a contactless secure

which a software application

semiconductor chip.

talks to another, usually lower

the

confidentiality

Another financial standard is the
Common

Electronic

standard,

which

is

level, software package that

Purse

Specification (CEPS), which was

The specifications for the MRP

performs a set of functions used

published in March 1999. CEPS

are planned to be ready for Q4

by that application. A Biometric

define

all

of 2003, with the United States

API standard defines a generic

components needed by an orga-

and some European and Asian

way of interfacing with a broad

requirements

for
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The Biometric Standardization Puzzle

Interoperable
data & template
standards
implemented
in operating
systems

Biometric APIs
for respective
platforms

Technology
Integration
• Platform
security stack
• PKI and
Smart Card
• Certification
and assurance

Integration
into application
standards /
application
profiles

range of biometric technologies

X9.84 is another extremely

standard – CBEFF (Common

as well as defining a common

worthwhile

Biometric

method of interfacing with a

initiative in the biometric indu-

Format) – which facilitates the

particular biometric technology

stry. It governs the use of bio-

exchange and interoperability of

– this standard is abbreviated to

metric technology in banking

biometric data.

BioAPI. The BioAPI standard

applications for identification

provides a high-level generic

and authentication of customers

Both specifications BioAPI and

biometric authentication model,

and employees.

CBEFF are currently in a trans-

standardization

suited for any form of biometric

Exchange

File

position process for getting

technology. It covers the basic

Infineon has been an active

worldwide consensus in order to

biometric functions of enrolment,

player in the development of

reach the status of ISO/IEC

verification and identification

standards within the biometric

standards. This activity takes place

and includes a database interface

sector. In particular it sits on the

in the recently launched sub-

to allow a biometric service pro-

BioAPI consortium and was one

committee 37 (SC37) within ISO/

vider to manage populations of

of the companies instrumental

IEC JTC1, in which Infineon

identities.

in defining another biometric

also plays an active role.
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Part 7
Hong Kong ID card roll out

INFINEON
TECHNOLOGIES

(7

million

cards)

and

the

Taiwanese health card scheme
(22 million cards).

Company Profile

Solutions Devision and chip

Most of Infineon’s customers

Infineon Technologies became

card division achieved EUR 165

and partners (card manufacturers,

a separate legal entity and a stand-

million.

systems integrators, solution

alone company in April 1999.
The company is the sixth largest
semiconductor component manufacturer in the world and as such
it produces many cutting edge
products out of its four divisions:

Secure Mobile Solutions
Based in Munich, Infineon (then
called Siemens Semiconductors)
offered its first smart Card IC
about 16 years ago and has provided over four-billion chip card
ICs for the global smart card

• Communications and

market since then. This makes it

Peripherals
• Automotive and Industrial

the largest producer of smart

• Memory Products

card ICs in the world, with

• Secure Mobile Solutions

almost every second smart card

Sixteen research and development sites worldwide and four
R&D alliances support these
business units.

on the planet using Infineon
technology. In terms of revenue,
Dataquest quoted Infineon’s
market share at 40% in 2002,
making it the market leader for

With a global presence and about

five years in a row.

32,300 employees, Infineon is

Infineon has continuously proven

listed on DAX index of the

its caliber in the identification

Frankfurt Stock Exchange and

business and this is visibly

on

Stock

demonstrated by its involvement

Exchange. In the fiscal year

in almost the entire world’s

ending September 30, 2003, the

leading identification projects,

company achieved total sales

such as the US Department of

amounting to EUR 6.152 billion,

Defense’s Common Access Card

of which the Secure Mobile

project (4 million cards), the

the

New

York

providers and selected service
providers) create and implement
solutions using smart card IC
platforms in all the high volume
markets.
As far as its chip card IC activities
are concerned, Infineon Technologies has Design Centers in
Munich, Germany, and Graz,
Austria, as well as an expertise
and

innovation

center

in

Singapore. Manufacturing sites
for volume wafer production are
Regensburg and Dresden in
Germany and Villach in Austria.
Further manufacturing sites are
located in Essonnes (France),
Hsinchu (UMC, Taiwan) and
Wuxi (China). The locations for
assembly technology and assembly
processes are in Regensburg,
Germany and Wuxi, China.
Infineon’s worldclass facilities
represent a multi-billion dollar
investment to ensure the company’s continued market leadership.
Infineon also has an unrivalled
support infrastructure which is

Infineon’s Vision – “To create Semiconductor Solutions enabling

available to assist with technical,

the Technology Lifestyle of the Individual in the 21st Century”

project
enquiries.
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and

business-related
䡲

PARTNERS IN THE
PROGRAM INCLUDE
(IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER):

The Silicon Trust is a platform created for those
businesses using Infineon’s security IC technology
and solutions in their end applications. Its primary goal

•

ACG

•

Aladdin Knowledge Systems

•

Association for Biometrics

•

Aspects Software

•

Austria Card

•

Baltech

•

beyondLSI

•

Cardetc.

is to develop and enhance market awareness as well

•

Cherry

as customer acceptance for individual products and

•

Datacard Group

solutions developed by the Silicon Trust’s partners.

•

Gemplus

•

Giesecke & Devrient

The partnership program came into being in

•

Guardeonic Solutions

summer 2000, as a result of the many requests

•

IdentAlink

received by Infineon for systems containing its

•

IEE

security technology.

•

IKENDI

The Silicon Trust program has, over the last few

•

Informer Systems Ltd.

•

Keycorp

•

MMCA

•

Novacard

years, become a well-respected and established
partnership program within the security industry,
and has certainly achieved its initial goal of raising

•

Omnikey

awareness for silicon-based security. As one of the

•

Precise Biometrics

first such partner programs in the market,

•

PSE

Infineon has demonstrated that bringing together

•

Radicchio

a network of security partners can improve the

•

realtime

•

SC2

•

SCM Microsystems

•

Secartis

relationship with the end customer, by offering a
complete solution across the value chain.
Working together with Infineon and other companies

•

Setec

in the same market, will lead to a better under-

•

Siemens

standing of applications and future market trends

•

Smart Card Center

and ensure more influence on Infineon’s direction

•

SyntiQ

when developing tenders or discussing future

•

Teletrust

product specs. Companies can work together to

•

Tresor

•

United Access

•

Utimaco

•

Wave Systems

research and formulate business cases within an
environment of trust and develop integrated
solutions for a combined customer base.
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